drm-010-mov-corporate-party-at-loft

1.

INT. LARGE LOFT - SOHO - NIGHT
The players: BETTY - quiet, watchful, slightly sad but
hidden inner determination; RANDON - false bravado
concealing almost paralyzing anxiety; CAMILLE superficially egalitarian but ultimately ruthless;
KRISTIE - appears titled and privileged but proves to be
lost; CLARKE - silver spoon trust fund baby who secretly
fears he has no intrinsic value; STEFAN - enigmatic owner
of GLAXON.
FOOD TABLE.
KRISTIE surveys a spread of food with mixed emotions. A
VOICE over her shoulder startles her slightly.
VOICE (O.S.)
I have to say the figs and goat cheese
wrapped in bacon are pretty amazing.
KRISTIE
(turning)
Thank you but I think I'll stick with the
celery. Umm... sorry...
RANDON
It's Randon. I'm in the Finance Group. We
met at First Phase. You were joining...
marketing.
Still there.

KRISTIE

RANDON
Great. "Time is change."
KRISTIE
Yep. That was us.
RANDON
I'd see it every day on the bus. On the
buses. Those, uh, ads, on the sides. On
my... way to work.
KRISTIE
I'm sorry, do you know when he arrives?
RANDON
Umm... Stefan? I... no. Probably wants to
-KRISTIE sees something in the distance.
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KRISTIE
Excuse me, Brandon.
She gently touches RANDON'S shoulder and glides away from
him.
RANDON
(to himself)
It's Randon.
Unseen by Randon, BETTY has been floating by the end of
the food table. As she sees Kristie move farther away she
comments to Randon, his back to her.
BETTY
I hear the bacon wrapped figs are good.
Randon doesn't even hear her, his focus on the retreating
Kristie. Randon walks away himself.
BETTY (CONT’D)
(to herself)
With the... goat cheese.
The energy level suddenly rises as CAMILLE glides to the
table.
CAMILLE
Oh my god, I'm so hungry. What's good?
Hi. I'm Camille. Have you tried anything?
What's good?
BETTY
Umm - I hear the bacon wrapped figs are
excellent. With goat cheese.
(pointing)
Those I believe.
CAMILLE
You haven't tried them?
BETTY
No, I... I'm trying to watch my weight.
CAMILLE
Oh my god, I am too. Unfortunately right
now I fear I'm going to watch it go up.
She grabs one and pops it in her mouth.
CAMILLE (CONT’D)
Okay. You have got to try one of these!
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BETTY
No, I -- it's not on the plan.
CAMILLE
Sorry - what's your name?
BETTY
Betty. Betty Wha-CAMILLE
Take it from me hon - it's worth going
off the plan for one night.
Betty eyes the platter longingly.
BETTY
Well, I guess just one wouldn't hurt.
CAMILLE
That's the spirit.
Betty reacts to the treat.
CAMILLE (CONT’D)
Right? Take it from me - plans change.
BETTY
"Time is change."
Hmm?

CAMILLE

BETTY
"Time is change." Our slogan.
CAMILLE
Oh. Yeah. Very good. Very good.
BAR.
KRISTIE holds a glass of champagne her eyes scanning the
crowd as CLARKE speaks to her over his shoulder - his
hand swirling his glass of scotch in a studied manner.
CLARKE
They won't do it. The last time I was
there I was talking to the bar manager at
Glen Eagles he told me flat out - "we
only sell America the shit." Not a
problem for me, of course. He just ships
me a case whenever my stockpile starts to
run low.
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KRISTIE

CLARKE
Have you ever been?
Hmm?

KRISTIE

CLARKE
To Glen Eagles?
KRISTIE
What? Uh, no. That's in Scotland?
CLARKE
Yes. Yes, uh - funny, of course. Don't
know why it's the only five star resort
in Scotland but - hey - at least there's
one reason to visit Scotland. Right?
Okay.
Okay?

KRISTIE
CLARKE

KRISTIE
(turns to him)
Sorry. Yes, that sounds amazing. Wow.
You're really young, aren't you?
CLARKE
Old enough to know better but still young
enough not to care.
KRISTIE
I'm sorry - is that supposed to be
charming? Oh, is that rude to ask? I
think it may be a language barrier.
Please forgive me.
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